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Guiding, bending, and splitting of electromagnetic waves in highly confined
photonic crystal waveguides
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We have experimentally demonstrated the guiding, bending, and splitting of electromagnetic~EM! waves in
highly confined waveguides built around three-dimensional layer-by-layer photonic crystals by removing a
single rod. Full transmission of the EM waves was observed for straight and bended waveguides. We also
investigated the power splitter structures in which the input EM power could be efficiently divided into the
output waveguide ports. The experimental results, dispersion relation and photon lifetime, were analyzed with
a theory based on the tight-binding photon picture. Our results provide an important tool for designing
photonic crystal based optoelectronic components.
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Photonic crystals, in which the propagation of elect
magnetic waves is forbidden for a certain frequen
range,1–3 provide a promising tool to control the flow of ligh
in integrated optical devices.4,5 Therefore, there is a grea
deal of interest in developing photonic crystal-bas
waveguides where one can confine and efficiently guide
light around sharp corners.6–17 Guiding the light without
losses, and even through sharp corners using t
dimensional~2D! photonic crystals was proposed theore
cally by Mekis et al.6 Later, researchers have reported e
perimental observation of waveguiding in 2D photon
crystals first at microwave,7 and then at optica
frequencies.12–15 However, to avoid the leakage problem
2D structures, either one has to extend the size of the ph
nic crystal in the vertical direction, or use a strong inde
guiding mechanism in the vertical direction.15,17

A way to eliminate the leakage is to use a thre
dimensional~3D! photonic crystal. Recently, full confine
ment of the EM waves utilizing a 3D layer-by-layer photon
crystal structure has been theoretically studied.10,11Although
Noda et al. reported the fabrication of a 3D sharp be
waveguide at optical wavelengths, they have not repo
any optical measurements on this sharp-bend structure.16

In this paper, we demonstrated that the guiding, bend
and splitting of EM waves could be achieved in highly co
fined waveguides which were constructed by removing
single rod from a perfect 3D layer-by-layer photonic cryst
The experimental results were in good agreement wit
theory based on tight-binding~TB! approximation,9,18,19and
the simulation results of Chutinan and Noda.11

In our experiments, we used a layer-by-layer dielec
photonic crystal20 based on square-shaped alumina ro
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~0.32 cm 3 0.32 cm 3 15.25 cm!, with center-to-center
separation of 1.12 cm. The crystal exhibits a thre
dimensional photonic band gap with a mid-gap frequen
around 12 GHz.21 Figure 1 shows the schematics of the me
surement setup that was used in our experiments. We use
HP 8510C network analyzer and microwave horn anten
to measure the transmission-amplitude and the transmiss
phase properties of a straight waveguide@Fig. 2~a!#, a 90-
degree bended waveguide@Fig. 2~b!#, and a power splitter
structure@Fig. 2~c!#. We constructed the straight waveguid
by removing a single rod from a single layer of a 6 unit cell
~24 layer! photonic crystal, so that we had 12 layers at t
top and 11 layers at the bottom of the removed rod. T
polarization vectore of the incident EM wave was kept par
allel to the stacking direction of the layers. We did not o
serve any guided modes for the other polarization in any
our experiments.

First, we tested the guiding of EM waves by measuri
the transmission through a single missing rod. We obser
full transmission of the EM waves for certain frequenci
within the photonic stop band@Fig. 3~a!#. The full transmis-
sion within the waveguiding band was a proof of how w
the wave was confined and guided without losses. The g
ing band started from 11.37 GHz and ended at 12.75 GHz
Fig. 3~a!, we also plotted the transmission spectra~dotted
line! of the perfect crystal for comparison. The guiding w
limited with the photonic band gap of the crystal, for whic
the crystal had the property of reflecting the EM waves in
directions.

In order to understand the underlying physics behind t
single rod removed waveguide, we need to closely look
structure of the waveguide. Each vacancy just below the
©2001 The American Physical Society07-1
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FIG. 1. Experimental setup for measuring the transmissi
amplitude and transmission-phase spectra of the straight~solid! and
bended ~dotted! waveguides, and the power splitter structu
~dashed!.

FIG. 2. ~a! Schematic drawing of the straight waveguide w
created by removing a single rod from one layer.~b! The 90-degree
bended waveguide was obtained by removing two rods parti
from two adjacent layers.~c! The power splitter structure was cre
ated by removing one rod partially from one layer and the wh
rod from the adjacent upper layer.
08110
moved rod behaves as a boxlike cavity. The coupling
tween these localized cavity modes allow propagation
photons by hopping through the vacancy of the missing r
Based on this observation, we can obtain the dispersion
lation by measuring the transmission-phase characteris
and by using the TB approximation. Within the TB schem9

the dispersion relation is given byv(k)5V@1
1k cos(kL)#. Here V512.07 GHz is the single defect fre
quency, L51.12 cm is the intercavity distance,k is the
wavevector, andk520.057 is a TB parameter which wa
derived from the experimental data (uku5Dv/2V). As
shown in Fig. 3~b!, the measured dispersion relation is
good agreement with the TB prediction. We also measu
and calculated the photon lifetime, i.e., delay time, of t
single rod removed waveguide. Within the TB scheme,
photon lifetime can be written astp(v)5L/vg(v)
12pL/c.22 Here vg5¹kv(k) is group velocity of the
guided mode. Experimental and theoretical results show
the photon lifetime increases drastically,tp→`, at the
waveguiding band edges@Fig. 3~c!#.

We tested the bending of light through sharp corners i
waveguide structure shown in Fig. 2~b!. This structure was

-

ly

e

FIG. 3. ~a! Transmission amplitude measured from a single r
removed waveguide structure~solid line!. Nearly full transmission
was achieved for certain frequencies. Transmission through a
fect crystal was plotted for comparison~dotted line!. ~b! The dis-
persion relation obtained from the transmission-phase meas
ments and the tight-binding approximation.~c! The measured and
calculated delay time as a function of frequency. Photon lifeti
(tp) increases drastically at the waveguiding band edges.
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constructed by removing part of a single rod from the 1th

layer, and part of another rod from the 12th ~adjacent! layer.
The resulting vacancies of the missing parts of rods form
90-degree sharp bend waveguide. The incident wave pr
gates along the first waveguide~missing portion of the rod
on the 11th layer!, and successfully couples to the seco
waveguide on the 12th layer, which is perpendicular to th
propagation direction of the incident EM wave. As shown
Fig. 4, we observed a waveguiding band~extending from
11.55 to 12.87 GHz!, for which the frequency range of th
band was similar to the straight waveguide. The high tra
mission amplitudes reaching unity around certain frequ
cies showed that the EM waves were coupled and gui
through the waveguide that contained a sharp bend. T
observation is consistent with the TB picture, since the E
waves can propagate through coupled cavities without lo
irrespective of change in the propagation direction.

At this point, we would like to compare our bended wav
guide results with the simulations previously reported
this structure by Chutinan and Noda.11 Based on their simu-
lation, the waveguiding band for sharp bend structure cov
67% of stop band of the photonic crystal which is very clo
to our experimental value of 68%.

The power splitters23–26 are important for designing pho
tonic crystal based optical components. To test the split
idea, we removed one rod from the 12th layer partially, and a

FIG. 4. Measured transmission characteristics of the 90-de
bended waveguide. A 100% transmission was obtained for ce
frequencies throughout the guiding band.
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whole rod from the 13th layer with a crossed configuratio
@Fig. 2~c!#. Figure 5 shows transmission characteristics
this structure was measured. The EM wave inside the in
waveguide channel was efficiently coupled to the out
channels. Although we have achieved high transmissi
(;50%) for certain frequencies, the detected powers at e
output port were mostly unequal throughout the waveguid
band.

In conclusion, we have experimentally demonstrated t
a fully confined waveguide could be constructed by rem
ing a single rod in a layer-by-layer photonic crystal. Fu
transmission of the EM waves was obtained through
straight waveguide and a waveguide with a sharp be
Moreover, we have observed that the EM wave inside
input waveguide can be splitted into the output wavegu
ports. Since the Maxwell’s equations have no fundamen
length scale, we expect that our microwave results can
extended to the optical frequencies. These results encou
the usage of the layer-by-layer photonic crystals in the
sign of future ultrasmall optoelectronic integrated circuits

This work was supported by NATO Grant No
SfP971970, National Science Foundation Grant No. IN
9820646, Turkish Department of Defense Grant N
KOBRA-001 and Thales JP8.04. Ames Laboratory is op
ated for the U.S. Department of Energy by Iowa State U
versity under Contract No. W-7405-Eng-82.
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FIG. 5. Measured transmission spectra for the splitter struc
illustrated in Fig. 2~c!. The electromagnetic power in the input po
splits into the two output ports throughout the guiding band.
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